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The weather is stunning and changing colours everywhere. It is winter here.
Though, the climate is very pleasant, hot summers and moderately cold
winters are typical. Let us see the famous sites of Iceland, some must be
visited. The excellent Ice Castles is the centrepiece and has inspired many
artists. The Blue Lagoon is also a must. The most comfortable and great
experience of your life, is a visit to this spa. Perhaps, most famously, visit
the nearby Geysir, one of the world's largest hot springs. Geysir will spit out
a massive amount of water with a tremendous force. It is a natural wonder
and can't be missed. You will want to spend time in the city center,
Reykjavik, which is a clean and vibrant place with museums, entertainment
outlets and unique local food is just the place you want to visit. The country
is also a rich repository of historical sites. There is the site of the first
parliament, the site of the original parliament and the site of the first
cathedral. History will always be of interest. Iceland is also a great place for
trekking and hiking. There are many trails all over the country. Surely, you
will fall in love with this place very quickly and decide to visit it again. You
can also take a trip to the surrounding countries. The beautiful Thingvellir
National Park is here. It is the centre of the land. Here, you will find many hot
springs, lakes and crater. It is a great place to explore on an easy level.
There is a lot of wildlife. There are many sites here. Do you want to visit
Thingvellir National Park? There is the Kolfjalur, a great nature reserve. You
can also visit the Laugavegurinn Route, which runs across south Iceland. The
topography is very jagged. Do not miss the beautiful waterfall, the
Gljufrabjorg Caves, or the football stadium, the Almannagjafa. Another
interesting place to visit is Reykjavik. The city is beautifully quaint. Check
out the Reykjavik Harbor with its 200-foot mountains. You can also visit the
Geysir or the Blue Lagoon. For those who are seeking more adventure,
Reykjavik is an ideal place to camp. For night life, check out the late night
and the mid-day hotspots.
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The backdrop of the area is stunning. Most of the mountain tops have black
or brown lava, which is why many tourists come here. There are numerous
alpine regions in Iceland. You can also see plenty of glaciers and waterfalls.

You can enjoy these sites during the day time, but the best time for this
activity is after midnight. Mountain people have a varied culture with a rich

history. If you ever travel to Iceland, during the low season you would
certainly have a chance to check out the culture of the mountain people.
There are various companies that provide tours during the winter months

and you would definitely enjoy the sites like those which will be highlighted
in this article. However, if you are searching for an inexpensive snow

mountaineering vacation, the Himalayas and Mount Everest in Nepal are
places to visit. Nepal is also a country with more variation to it and cultural
diversity than any other country in the world. A portion of your time will be
spent enjoying an authentic Nepalese meal. You may also get to interact
with the locals and observe the culture. You also have the opportunity to
travel to villages and experience local life by seeing locals on the street,

visiting their homes and interacting with them. If you like travel and
cultures, then Nepal is the perfect country. Mount And Blade Warband
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